side window structures ("A-pillars"), as well as exhaust system noise. The goal of the supercomputing collaboration is to help automakers satisfy consumer demand for increased passenger cabin comfort.
Simulation combining powerful software and supercomputers already has made vehicles safer in crashes and far more efficient, but even makers of expensive luxury cars cannot accurately predict wind and exhaust noise (aeroacoustics). "Accurate simulation of aeroacoustics requires a new generation of sophisticated software and unprecedented computing power," said Dimitri Nicolopoulos, director of MCube. "MCube has been developing the nextgeneration of sophisticated software for several years and is ready to demonstrate its industrial feasibility. We believe the processing power of the Cray SV1(TM) supercomputer will enable a breakthrough."
"Simulating side mirror noise will be our The site features sections covering company information and news, job information, products and applications ranging from general sound and vibration, noise source identification through to sound power and building acoustics. The service section includes information on calibration and repair plus a complete list of B&K service offices. Also Brüel and Kjaer has launched a new version of its Transducers and Conditioning Catalogue and Selection Guide CD-ROM that now includes the Endevco range of accelerometers and conditioners.
The interactive CD-ROM provides much information including a step-by-step selection guide that allows engineers to find the most appropriate products for their measurement requirements. Individual sections cover acoustics transducers, vibration transducers, conditioning amplifiers, pressure transducers and customised products.
Additional features of the B&K Transducers and Conditioning Catalogue and Selection Guide CD-ROM include background on B&K, a comprehensive list of worldwide offices and contacts, direct connection to the Endevco and B&K web sites (www.endevco.com and www.bk.dk) and information on the Endevco/Brüel and Kjaer alliance.
Brüel & Kjaer's new CD-ROM Transducers and Conditioning Catalogue and Selection Guide is available free-of-charge from the company on +44 (0) 01438 739000.
With over 50 years experience, Brüel and Kjaer is a world leading manufacturer and supplier of sound and vibration products for use in a wide range of applications including environmental noise measurements, building acoustics, vibration measurements and quality control for use in the automotive, aerospace and consumer industries as well as by local authorities.
In its recent report, Health & Safety Offences and Penalties, the HSE listed 1600 offences and the organisations responsible. HSE Director-General Timothy Walker criticised the generally low level of fines being handed down by British courts. The average fine is less than £7000. "Society has a right to expect that, when an individual or business is found guilty, the penalty handed down by the courts reflects the seriousness of the offence. This is simply not happening enough," Mr Walker said.
Silvertown UK bearings for new African railway. Silvertown UK Ltd. of Burton on Trent, England has won the first contract to be placed externally and funded for a £multi-billion infrastructure project in Libya -the country's first railway, designed to run all along the mediterranean coast from the Tunisian border to Egypt.
Silvertown's contract, worth approximately £0.3 million, is for Andre elastomeric structural bearings to isolate 48 bridges on the first hilly 200km section linking Tripoli with Misurata. The project was originally conceived in the early 1980s and will be funded out of revenues set aside from the country's oil production. RAPCO, Libya's state-owned railway company, has appointed Chinese National Railways to carry out the construction work and supply labour.
Silvertown UK Tel: +44(0)1283 510510 c c c
